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Abstract 

The humor of Mark Twain has long fascinated his readers. Critics such as Messent 

(2007), Budd (2005), Gerber (1988) and Camfield (2005) have all analyzed Mark 

Twain’s humor to reveal nuances and to help further the understanding of what makes 

Twain’s writing humorous. However, there is a distinct gap in the research so far 

conducted investigating Twain’s humor in relation to young readers, which this paper 

will begin to address. Twain’s novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (2007) poses a 

relevant subject for this research as Twain explicitly (in the preface to the novel) 

professes to write both for children and adults simultaneously. Writing in such a way 

can be categorized as either “double address” or “dual address”, understanding these 

terms according to the definitions of Barbara Wall (1991). 

In this paper I will argue that Mark Twain manages to create “dual address” in 

Tom Sawyer by using what Greg Camfield (2005) calls “amiable humor” and 

constructing scenes out of childhood in order to produce delight and nostalgia. By 

reading closely excerpts of the book and analyzing Twain’s specific use of humor 

through three prominent theories—superiority theory, relief theory and incongruity— 

it becomes possible to identify what the implied reader is meant to find humorous, and 

therefore if Twain manages to establish a “dual address”. An understanding of Twain’s 

humor from the perspective of both young and adult reader furthers our understanding 

of the novel by revealing Twain’s implementation of complex “dual address” narration 

and its implications. 

Keywords: Mark Twain; The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; amiable humor; dual address; 

nostalgia; incongruity; superiority theory; relief theory. 
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Introduction 

The humor of Samuel Langhorne Clemens has been enjoyed by innumerable readers 

since the middle of the 19th century, when he started to pursue a career as a writer. After 

working at a printer’s shop and as a pilot for a riverboat, among other professions, he 

took a job as a reporter for the newspaper Territorial Enterprise (Messent 1-5). This 

led to Clemens creating his nom de plume, Mark Twain. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 

was published in 1876 and was Twain’s first novel he wrote fully on his own (Railton). 

While the humor of Mark Twain has been the topic of a significant amount of research 

by literary critics since his rise to fame, the humor of Tom Sawyer itself has not received 

as much attention as his humor in general, and even though the novel is categorized as 

a children’s novel, there is not a lot of research on the subject of how a young reader 

might appreciate the humor of the novel. In the preface to the novel, Twain writes: 

 

Although my book is intended mainly for the entertainment of boys and 

girls, I hope it will not be shunned by men and women on that account, 

for parts of my plan has been to try to pleasantly remind adults of what 

they once were themselves, and of how they felt and thought and talked, 

and what queer enterprises they sometimes engaged in. (5) 
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This quote reveals his intention of writing a novel that stimulates both young and adult 

readers simultaneously. However, this was not always the case. Twain famously wrote 

to William Dean Howells that “it is not a boy’s book, at all. It will only be read by 

adults. It is written for adults” (qtd. in Gerber 67), which indicates that Twain’s original 

plan was to write for adults only. However, after further discussion with Howell, he 

started to revise some themes of the book, such as the satire and strong language, and 

eventually concluded that the book was mainly intended for younger readers (Clark 80). 

This change of direction contrasts with the preface, but Twain had never had an explicit 

plan for the book to begin with: the novel was not planned out, but was composed 

through a flowing narrative which enabled the book to “write itself” (qtd. in Gerber 71). 

When Twain writes that “parts of my plan has been to try to pleasantly remind adults 

of what they once were themselves” (“Tom Sawyer”, 5), this means that it was his sole 

original intention, with him later on being convinced that it would work better when 

presented as a children’s book mainly. This is interesting, since it might explain why 

the novel can be compelling for adult readers, even though the main themes are closely 

connected to children’s own lives. 

Twain, then, is writing for two audiences: children and adults. Barbara Wall 

argues that a writer who is writing for a dual audience will use what she calls “double 

address” or “dual address” (20-1). Her definition for double address is as follows: 

 

[T]he implied author’s attention shifts away from the implied child 

reader to a different older audience […] as the narrator deliberately 

exploits the ignorance of the implied child reader and attempts to 

entertain an implied adult reader by making jokes which are funny 

primarily because children will not understand them. (35) 
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Dual address, on the other hand, is defined as follows: 

 

[N]arrators address child narrates […] either using the same ‘tone of 

seriousness’ which would be used to address adult narrates, or 

confidentially sharing the story in a way that allows adult narrator and 

child narrate a conjunction of interests. Concern for something other 

than purely children’s interests dominates their stories: pride in the 

artist’s craft, perhaps, or commitment to an idea. (35) 

 

Therefore, in regards to humor, a writer who makes a joke aimed at an adult audience 

at the expense of a young audience is using double address, while a writer who is able 

to create a scene that feels humorous for both a young and an adult audience 

simultaneously is using dual address. Wall uses Lewis Carroll as an example of an 

author who managed to create dual address, and writes that his secondary focus in the 

Alice books, apart from the whimsical adventures of the protagonist (the main focus, 

for young readers), is “language and logical problems” (35). Double address, on the 

other hand, was widespread among authors during the 19th and early 20th century. This 

because children’s literature was considered to be a lower form of art than writing for 

adults, which consequently led to difficulties for authors who did not wish to be 

disregarded purely as authors of lesser literature (Wall 20-1). Single address occurs 

when the implied narrator addresses only one implied reader, who may be an adult or a 

child. The language, theme and narration is adapted to the audience and no crossovers 

are attempted. However, this does not mean that an adult reader would be unable to 

enjoy children’s literature which utilizes single address (Wall 35). 

Different terms to Wall’s, although ones not necessarily in conflict with hers, 

are used by Gregg Camfield (506), who classifies Twain’s humor as “amiable humor”. 

The term has roots in the enlightenment and the rise of democratic philosophy during 

the 18th century, where one of the advocators was Francis Hutcheson. The role of 
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amiable humor was, according to Camfield, to provide happiness and health, to help 

social relations, and to connect humanity through a common understanding of our 

existence, among other things (502). Some of Twain’s writings point to him taking this 

ideology of humor to heart, as Camfield illustrates with an exchange between Twain 

and an early mentor of his, Mary Mason Fairbanks. She wanted him to pursue a broader 

literary career outside of humor (504), but Twain responded: “What the societies ask of 

me is to relieve the heaviness of their didactic courses - & in accepting the contract I 

am just the same as giving my word that I will do as they ask” (Twain, “Letters”, 264).  

Furthermore, Camfield argues that much of Twain’s humor can be explained by 

recourse to the theory of incongruity (507). Incongruity humor is a broad category, 

which allows for several different interpretations, from Kant’s argument that in 

“everything that is to provoke […] laughter, there must be something nonsensical. […] 

Laughter is an affect resulting from the sudden transformation of a heightened 

expectation into nothing” (209) to Schopenhauer’s commentary that “laughter always 

signifies the sudden apprehension of an incongruity between […] a conception and the 

real object” (54-5). However, at the core of the theory is the incongruity itself, 

something which does not fit well with either the conceived framework or the 

expectations, the item that stands out. McGhee defines it broadly as “something 

unexpected, out of context, inappropriate, unreasonable, illogical, exaggerated and so 

forth” (qtd. in Zhan 95). 

There are two other prominent theories to mention when discussing humor. The 

first one is relief theory, and the other is superiority theory. Sheila Lintott writes that 

relief theory covers physical expression of amusement, a release of built-up energy 

culminating in laughter (347). Herbert Spencer relied upon the theory during the 19th 

century in his philosophy of humor and saw laughter as a specialized way of releasing 
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this pent up nervous energy (Morreall 99). Superiority theory, on the other hand, has 

been around for a long time, and was discussed by philosophers as early as Plato. He 

argues that laughter and humor is malicious in nature since a human being becomes the 

target of the humor, with the individual who laughs feeling superior to the person 

(Morreall 10). Thomas Hobbes continued to develop the theory during the 16th and 17th 

century, and connected it to the theories of the human struggle against our rivals. Since 

the failure of another is the potential success of oneself, we laugh when we feel superior 

to our fellow humans (Morreall 19).  

The amiable humor discussed earlier could then be said to be opposed to the 

superiority theory of humor, or at least incompatible with it. To laugh at others 

misfortune to enlarge the ego and lessen one’s own pain did not go well with the liberal 

humanistic values at the core of amiable humor (Andrews 19). Camfield agrees, using 

the character Huckleberry Finn as an example: “if Twain had intended us to scorn Huck, 

his novel would merely have been brutal […]. Twain, instead, made the boy a 

powerfully sympathetic character. The reader’s laughter tends towards amiability; it 

allows the embrace of Huck’s ignorance as loveable” (506). 

Amiable humor is at the core of the argument presented in this paper, as I will 

argue that Mark Twain manages to create dual address in Tom Sawyer by using amiable 

humor and by constructing scenes out of childhood in order to produce delight and 

nostalgia. Richard S. Lowry writes that Twain’s strength as a writer was that he 

“employed narrative to sustain his humor rather than […] employing humor to develop 

narrative” (11). This part is particularly true of the first half of the novel, and for this 

reason I present three excerpts all taken from this half, in order to make my argument. 

In the second half of the novel, the focus is instead on keeping the narrative and the 

story and the adventures of Tom Sawyer driven forward towards its conclusion. The 
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humor is still present, of course, but it is not in focus as strongly as in the first part of 

the novel. The excerpts will be analyzed by identifying what the implied reader is meant 

to find humorous and if there is any difference regarding what an adult and a young 

reader would find humorous, which can then reveal whether Twain manages to 

establish a double or dual address. To accomplish this, I will be analyzing the humor 

through the three prominent theories of humor mentioned above, and by applying 

Camfield’s definition of amiable humor. In addition, the term nostalgia will be used, as 

it best defines what Twain professes to create for adult readers in the preface to the 

novel. 

While the term nostalgia has been a subject of a vast body of research, being 

commented on since the 18th century (Johannisson 7), this research, however, is mostly 

in regards to it being a medical condition. Johannisson writes that the term nostalgia 

“[o]nce regarded as a medical condition such as melancholy, anxiety and 

claustrophobia, have more recently been redefined as a bittersweet mental state instead” 

(8, my translation). Therefore, even though the connotations in academia have shifted, 

it should not be surprising that a clear definition of nostalgia in literature as a source of 

delight has been hard to locate. Nonetheless, I will in this paper use nostalgia as a term 

to explain what Twain is accomplishing by creating scenes out of boyhood to invoke a 

feeling of reminiscence and delight in his adult readers. 

This definition of nostalgia is important if we are to understand how Twain 

creates dual address in Tom Sawyer. In turn, by understanding how Twain uses dual 

address and amiable humor, it is possible to see how the humor of Tom Sawyer works 

in relation to both young and adult readers. This could help to explain the novel’s 

immense success since its publication and how it has managed to create several 

immortal scenes which are still, over a century after publication, deeply ingrained in 
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contemporary pop culture. In addition, since very few writers (especially from the 19th 

century) have managed to create dual address in any meaningful way (Wall 35), the 

inclusion of Twain into the category of writers who accomplishes dual address would 

be significant. 

 

Part One: “Showing off” 

This first excerpt highlights several prominent techniques Twain uses throughout the 

novel: 

 

But when he saw this small new-comer his soul was all ablaze 

with bliss in a moment. The next moment he was “showing off” with all 

his might—cuffing boys, pulling hair, making faces—in a word, using 

every art that seemed likely to fascinate a girl and win her applause. […] 

Mr. Walters fell to ”showing off,” with all sorts of official bustlings and 

activities giving orders, delivering judgments, discharging directions 

here, there, everywhere that he could find a target. The librarian 

“showed off”—running hither and thither with his arms full of books 

and making a deal of the splutter and fuss that insect authority delights 

in. The young lady teachers “showed off” […] The young gentlemen 

teachers “showed off” with small scoldings and other little displays of 

authority and fine attention to discipline […] the little girls “showed off” 

in various ways, and the little boys “showed off” with such diligence 

that the air was thick with paper wads and the murmur of scufflings. And 

above it all the great man sat and beamed a majestic judicial smile upon 

all the house, and warmed himself in the sun of his own grandeur—for 

he was “showing off,” too. (Twain 36-7) 

 

A new girl, Becky, has been seen in town who has caught Tom’s attention. When she 

arrives at the church, Tom starts to “show off”, as Twain puts it (36): This “showing 

off” consists of actions an implied adult reader hardly would consider worthy of 

admiration, such as making faces and lightly abusing his peers physically. This 

depiction of showing off creates an incongruous effect in an adult reader, as the 
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expectation of what showing off entails does not match what the protagonist engages 

in. In the last part of the excerpt, the narrator explains the actions of the protagonist. 

This explanation is started by the typical marker “in a word.” The explanation connects 

Tom’s antics with the notion of “showing off,” and with the fact that he wants to 

impress the “new-comer” Becky. This can be viewed as a peculiar way to end the 

sentence, since an experienced reader should be able to pick up on Tom’s goal even 

without the narrator making it explicit. So, what does Twain want to accomplish here? 

To grasp Twain’s purpose, we have to look at how a younger reader could read the 

excerpt. The first sentence of the excerpt does not carry any inherently humorous 

power, and while the second sentence does have an incongruous effect for an adult 

(created in the tension between the expectation of how showing off is done in the 

reader’s adult life and what Tom actually does to show off). However, while there is an 

incongruity which an adult reader most likely will react to, a young reader will probably 

accept Tom’s antics easier, perhaps not even reacting to the incongruity at all. This is 

because Twain possesses a power to craft nostalgic scenes out of boyhood which are 

highly believable at the same time as they are stereotypical. A young reader might then 

accept the ridiculous showing off as a normal way of a boy showing off, and will 

therefore not receive the same “mental jolt”, in Arthur Koestler’s terms, (qtd. in 

Andrews 78) caused by recognizing the incongruity as an adult reader would. However, 

this does not mean there is no humor for a young reader in the excerpt. The scene in 

itself, with Tom suddenly starting to act the fool in church, interacting with his peers, 

is definitely a delightful and enjoyable scene for most young readers since it defies 

norms connected to a typically adult sphere. The church is a space that is regulated by 

restrictions imposed by adults, but Tom turns it into a playground instead, rebelling 

against the regulations of the adult world.  
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That Twain marks “showing off” with quotation marks indicates that the 

implied author already has an opinion or position regarding this, a displacing effect or 

ironic perspective made explicit by the quotation marks. A younger reader might or 

might not catch this. Of course, an adult reader speedily reading the novel might not 

immediately get the implications of the quotation marks either, but most would react to 

quotation marks used outside of dialogue in a work of fiction. The chance of a young 

reader catching this is far smaller than an adult reader not catching the implications. 

But at the same time, the chance of a young reader still appreciating the scene is high, 

as mentioned earlier. There is incongruous humor for an adult, and a delightful scene 

for a younger reader. This is a good example of Twain’s use of dual address. 

However, we must also understand why the author feels he must make the quip 

so explicit as to add quotation marks to “showing off” (Twain 36) and an explanation 

in the excerpt. This behavior does not make much sense when first examined since 

Twain was influenced by Artemus Ward and praised what he called the “humorous 

story” (Twain, “How to Tell a Story”, 4-6) which relies heavily on deadpan delivery, 

to casually drop quips to complex jokes without making the joke explicit in any way, 

instead leaving the responsibility of understanding the joke in the hands of the audience. 

The individuals in the audience who can pick up on this and get the joke will most 

probably enjoy it to a higher degree than a joke delivered with a quip that needs to be 

made explicit, because the individual will feel as an accomplice to the joke. Twain made 

use of this same technique many times in his lecturing career (Budd 476). However, in 

this excerpt the implied narrator is distinguishable and is making an explicit point. The 

answer is revealed on the next page as the events in the church further unravels. It turns 

out that “the great Judge Thatcher” (Twain 37) has come to visit the church, and while 

Tom is showing off for Becky, most people present also start to show off. Adults with 
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several different occupations all show off in their own way, every time marked with the 

quotation mark to make explicit the silliness of people and humanity in general when 

they try to show off. Eight times during these two pages is someone or a group described 

as “showing off” (Twain 36). This moves the focus of the joke from Tom (young boy) 

to everyone. Ultimately the adults’ behavior seems to exceed Tom’s in silliness. The 

scene becomes a caricature of human behavior which Twain crafts well by using his 

insights in human psychology. Instead of adult readers laughing at young Tom’s antics, 

readers of any age can laugh at how silly we all are at times. Instead of creating a 

situation where adult readers can laugh at Tom and younger readers not understanding 

the joke, continuing to mark every notion of “showing off” (Twain 36) with quotation 

marks makes the implied author’s point hard to miss for all but the youngest or most 

disinterested readers. This manages to include the younger readers while also elevating 

the joke to humanity in general rather than the young individual and protagonist. Twain 

manages to create dual address in this scene by using amiable humor and making sure 

to include the younger readers as well as the adult ones.  

In addition, although incongruity was mentioned earlier and is certainly present 

to a degree in the excerpt, the humor is also connected to superiority theory. Readers 

laugh at the people showing off, but the focus, which Twain first shifted from the 

protagonist to most present adults, is also shifted from individuals to groups and 

eventually to officials and the bureaucratic ways used to try and impress Judge 

Thatcher. Notice “official bustlings and activities,” “making a deal of the splutter and 

fuss that insect authority delights in” and, “above it all the great man sat and beamed a 

majestic judicial smile.” When the focus is switched to bureaucracy instead of 

individuals the edge of superiority theory becomes blunted. Everyone can join in on the 

fun and there is no individual target that will feel bad. This observation directly opposes 
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the hypothesis that Twain’s humor relies on superiority theory, instead supporting the 

notion that Twain manages to elevate the humor to the realm of an inclusive, amiable 

humor. In addition, there is relief theory present in this excerpt, since the moment when 

society at large becomes the target of the humor it also enables the reader to laugh at 

him or herself, releasing pent up nervous energy, as the theory would have it. Therefore, 

relief theory could be argued to be connected to amiable humor, since one of its goals 

is to help relieve the burdens of day to day life through the use of humor. 

In conclusion, the humor used in the excerpt is explained by using three theories 

of humor. Incongruity, superiority theory and relief theory is used in order to create 

amiable humor that both young readers and adult readers can enjoy. One could argue 

that a young reader will be unable to grasp the switch in focus from laughing at Tom’s 

antics to laughing at the folly of humanity in general when trying to impress someone. 

However, this is irrelevant, as the implied young reader would not be able to grasp the 

inherent folly in Tom’s actions in the first excerpt, as discussed earlier. What a young 

reader will understand, however, is the folly of the adults on the next page, as Twain 

takes measures to convey this point explicitly. 

 

Part Two: “Jim was only human” 

The next excerpt chosen is from the famous whitewashing scene. Here, Twain’s use 

of vernacular language and different registers of language can be seen, in addition to 

increased support for arguing that Twain writes with an amiable humor. The context 

is that the protagonist, Tom, has been given the task by his aunt, whitewashing a 

fence. After growing tired of painting, he comes up with a plan to delegate this task to 

some other boy. Tom’s friend Jim comes by, and Tom tries to buy his help in this 
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endeavor by offering him a playing marble: 

 

"White alley, Jim! And it's a bully taw." 

“My! Dat’s a mighty gay marvel, I tell you! But Mars Tom I’s 

powerful ‘fraid ole missis—" 

“And besides, if you will I’ll show you my sore toe.” 

Jim was only human—this attraction was too much for him. 

(Twain 20) 

 

The first thing to note is the dialogue. Twain works with the vernacular language 

throughout the novel. This use of vernacular had long been a tradition of southern 

humorists, which Twain had been fascinated with since the beginning of his career 

(Jones 126). This is a tradition Twain continues in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. 

Tom’s language is very clear cut compared to Jim’s, which mirrors his character’s traits 

and his standing among the boys of the fictional town of St. Petersburg. Tom, albeit a 

delinquent of sorts, is well read. He knows several plays by heart and is also 

exceptionally street smart, able to best any adversary in a battle of wits. He is also the 

protagonist, and his language register will make it easier to identify with him for the 

majority of readers. Several characters have their own language registers in the novel, 

clearly influenced by vernacular southern speech. By using vernacular language in this 

manner, Twain is able to bring readers closer to the characters of the novel and the lives 

they are leading, which makes them more relatable. This enhances his amiable humor, 

his amiable approach to several of the characters present in the novel. 

 After the dialogue ends, the third-person omniscient narrator continues with a 

commentary on Jim’s psyche and the nature of human temptation. There is humor here, 

as an incongruity is created by the sudden switch between two language registers. The 

jolt stimulates the adult reader, while a young reader might overlook it, reading the 

scene word for word. There is also humor in the offer of a sore-toe viewing, 
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incongruous for any but the youngest of readers. The offer of a marble, and a valued 

one at that, is something that both young and adult readers can connect to, and 

appreciate. For the young reader, the marble itself, the promise of play, of valuable 

‘treasure’ and the small scale trading, should function as something to delight in. The 

notion is taken directly from the world which most young readers live in. However, the 

sore toe which Tom offers to show is not something which most readers readily will 

accept in their framework of expectations, it is not something of value: most would 

probably rather pay to not see the toe. Even if some readers might exhibit a slightly 

morbid fascination with viewing something normatively gross, at least when young, the 

effect of the sore toe will still create a stronger incongruous jolt compared to what the 

marble accomplishes. That it is offered last in a long dialogue where Tom tries to 

convince Jim is not a coincidence. The incongruous twist at the end of a joke is a 

humorous technique Twain uses often and skillfully throughout the novel. So, there is 

an incongruous jolt both in the last twist in the dialogue and in the attendant comment 

by the narrator. Incongruity is at work here, and while Jim is “only human” (Twain 20), 

there is no superiority theory present, because being “only human” is a state of being 

which Twain celebrates, all according to the humanist ideology found in his amiable 

humor. Instead of taking any malicious pleasure in Jim’s failure to resist the supposed 

temptation of beholding a magnificent sore toe, the focus of the humor is on the many 

incongruities found in the excerpt. Twain finds the notion of a single human being 

unable to resist a temptation completely natural. 

The dual address reveals itself in this excerpt as well. As mentioned in the 

previous paragraph, both young and adult readers can appreciate the incongruous jolt 

of the sore toe, but an adult reader might appreciate the incongruity of the change in 

register in the last sentence more. In addition, the last sentence carries a gentle irony 
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which will be appreciated by an adult reader. The irony is connected to the matter-of-

fact tone of the register used in the last line and the incongruity present regarding the 

sore toe, but as mentioned earlier, the irony is gentle. As in the last excerpt, the humor 

connected to superiority theory is both enhanced and elevated by a finishing comment 

by the narrator, in this case from Jim to humanity at large. Once again Twain works 

with amiable humor. Also, the humor of the last sentence is not connected to the fact 

that a young reader might miss it. This is important to avoid the double address, as 

mentioned earlier.  

 

Part Three: “Quite a genuine tone” 

This final excerpt sees Tom, desperately wanting to avoid a day in school, attempting 

to feign sickness to gain his aunt’s approval to stay at home. 

 

Tom was suffering in reality, now, so handsomely was his imagination 

working, and so his groans had gathered quite a genuine tone. (Twain 

48) 

 

The majority of readers should be able to identify themselves with Tom in this scene, 

since a young reader most likely have experienced similar dread to a new week of 

school in their own life, while an adult reader working nine-to-five most likely would 

be able to experience a similar feeling during a Sunday evening or a Monday morning. 

However, an adult reader will also get a nostalgic feeling from when they were young, 

a different feeling of apprehension than they would have in their present day. The 

feeling of dreading another week in school will most likely be mixed with feelings of 

freedom and happiness connected to childhood. Another point, which was discussed in 
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relation to an earlier excerpt, is the appreciation of the craftsmanship which might be 

felt by an adult reader. The implied author can be sensed behind the text, pulling the 

strings of recreating the nostalgia of his own childhood by constructing the scene, and 

the implied adult reader will be able to pick up on this, as the effect is undoubtedly 

deliberately created by Twain. This is evident in Twain’s preface to the novel, and also 

in all of the excerpts analyzed in this paper. This nostalgia has an important part in 

achieving dual address in Tom Sawyer and is therefore key to stimulating adult readers. 

To connect nostalgia to my argument, Wall will once again be used. She writes 

that in order to create dual address it is important, or at least helpful, to have a secondary 

focus and continues to say that Carroll’s focus in the Alice books are problems of 

language and logic (35). I argue that Twain, also, has a secondary focus in Tom Sawyer, 

namely the creation of the nostalgic: the recreation of typical ‘boyhood’ situations from 

his own childhood. By using nostalgia, he is able to stimulate both adult and young 

readers at the same time by relating to an implied young reader’s life and interests—by 

utilizing themes of adventure and play—and an implied adult reader’s previous 

experiences. In addition, an implied adult reader will also be able to appreciate the 

craftsmanship of the implied author in these scenes. This enhances the impact of 

Twain’s use of nostalgia in regards to implied adult readers.  

The genius of this blend of themes, and what makes Tom Sawyer a masterpiece 

of the dual address, is how the two focuses come together to enhance the effect of each 

other and the delight of both young and adult reader. Moreover, Gerber argues that the 

novel can be seen as a semi-autobiographical one by virtue of how much Twain bases 

the novel on his own childhood experiences (70). By creating an adventure book set in 

his own childhood memories, and simultaneously focusing on reproducing the nostalgia 

his own memories create in himself, Twain manages to appeal to readers of any age, 
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which Gerber would agree with, writing: “Tom Sawyer is one of the few literary works 

that appeal to readers of eight and eighty, and of every age in between” (67). In addition, 

using inclusive, amiable humor makes it easier for Twain to avoid the double address 

and cater to every reader. 

 The humor in the excerpt is to be found in Tom’s exaggerated and imagined 

pains. The implied reader is meant to identify with Tom, his actions and the situation. 

Twain is working with his knowledge of the human psyche here, as in several other 

scenes of the novel. The sense of nostalgia is obviously impossible to experience in the 

same degree for a person that would still be considered to be a child. Furthermore, the 

word “quite” is an obvious marker of humor here. Similarly to the quotation marks 

around “showing off” in the first excerpt, the word reveals an implied author that exists 

behind the pages, carefully constructing the scene. The word also implies that Tom is 

still making up his pain and exaggerating, even though his imagination have played a 

part in making the sensations more real to him. Twain reveals the inner, subconscious 

workings of Tom’s mind to the readers, and he does it in a humorous way. When 

reading the passage, and the word “quite”, humor is created not only in the situation 

being described, but by relating to the situation, either through sharing similar 

experiences in life or by having shared similar experiences. For an adult that would be 

a nostalgic experience. Ultimately, the question is if there is humor for a young reader 

in this excerpt, which I argue that there is. However, the build-up to the situation is 

important to make sure that young readers will identify and appreciate the humor of the 

scene. The passage before the excerpt reveals how Twain repeats and highlights the 

joke: 

 

Tom lay thinking. Presently it occurred to him that he wished he was 

sick; then he could stay home from school. […] He canvassed his 
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system. No ailment was found […] He reflected further. Suddenly he 

discovered something […] he was about to begin to groan, as a “starter,” 

as he called it […] he fell to groaning with considerable spirit. But Sid 

slept on unconscious. Tom groaned louder […] No result from Sid. Tom 

was panting with his exertions by this time. He took a rest and then 

swelled himself up and fetched a succession of admirable groans. […] 

Sid said:  

“Tom! Say, Tom!” […]  

“I forgive you everything, Sid. [Groan.] Everything you’ve ever 

done to me. When I’m gone—“ (Twain 47-48) 

 

The first excerpt appears closely after this one and Tom’s Aunt Polly arrives in the next 

couple of sentences. Where the humor of the first excerpt in this close reading might be 

missed by a young reader when read in isolation, the above context makes sure that 

every reader will be able to notice the humorous situation that Twain constructs here. 

As in earlier excerpts, Twain works with repetition and focus on the theme highlighted 

at the time to make sure that young readers will be able to identify and appreciate the 

humor in their own way. The point is not to create the same effect in adult and young 

readers alike, but to stimulate both groups of readers without doing so at the expense of 

one of the groups. This is important both for amiable humor and for the creation of dual 

address. 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper it has been argued that Twain manages to create dual address in The 

Adventures of Tom Sawyer and that what Camfield calls amiable humor is at the heart 

of this success. Both notions work together with how Twain uses his own childhood 

experiences to construct scenes that stimulate both an adult reader and a young reader 

by using nostalgia and adventurous themes connected to the daily lives of children to 

make the scenes relatable for readers of any age. And while Wall writes that the irony 
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used by Twain “may not be for children” (2), this does not exclude the possibility of 

dual address in Tom Sawyer. This is made possible by Twain’s use of amiable humor: 

namely the idea that the humor is not, in essence, funny because the child is unable to 

understand it, it is funny because of the power of Twain’s writing. He makes it funny 

by virtue of his command of incongruity and vivid scenes created out of his childhood. 

Moreover, while Twain’s secondary focus, nostalgia, might slip past younger readers, 

so would Lewis Carroll’s clever play on logic and language as well, which Wall 

mentions is how Carroll makes the Alice books so stimulating for adult readers (35). 

There are, however, similar effects for young readers as well, finding delight in the 

adventurous moments and the scenes closely connected to their own world even though 

they cannot experience delight in nostalgia as an adult reader can. 

John Seelye makes the argument that Tom Sawyer might always exist in the 

shadow of its older brother, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, and even goes so far 

as to say that “Huckleberry Finn is a book that can be read and enjoyed by both adults 

and children, an accomplishment next to which Tom Sawyer, a book primarily intended 

for young readers, can only suffer by comparison” (vii). While the argument that 

Huckleberry Finn is a greater accomplishment as a novel might have some ground, this 

is more likely due to the different themes of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, than a 

reflection of how adult readers engage with Tom Sawyer. However, I argue that the 

novel does manage to stimulate adult readers as well as young readers by connecting 

the humor to nostalgia in an ingenious way, allowing the implied adult reader to glimpse 

the craftsmanship of the implied author behind the nostalgic scenes through a gentle 

ironic perspective. The increased understanding of the novel’s humor provided by this 

paper might be able to strengthen the case of Tom Sawyer as a novel of interest for both 
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young and adult readers, and to bring it closer to the perceived greatness emanating 

from Huckleberry Finn.  

Twain set out to write a novel for adults, grounded in his own childhood 

experiences, featuring a mischievous but lovable protagonist, an amiable rebel. 

However, the final product ended up being a children’s novel which is able to stimulate 

adult readers just as well. Going back to the preface of the novel, it is now possible to 

confirm that Twain accomplishes what he set out to do: 

 

Although my book is intended mainly for the entertainment of boys and 

girls, I hope it will not be shunned by men and women on that account, 

for parts of my plan has been to try to pleasantly remind adults of what 

they once were themselves, and of how they felt and thought and talked, 

and what queer enterprises they sometimes engaged in. (Twain 5) 

  

While Carroll is mentioned by Wall as the prime example of dual address done right 

(in 19th century English literature) with his Alice books (35), the findings presented in 

this paper are meant to make a case for Twain’s Tom Sawyer as well. Wall writes that 

“[d]ual address […] is rare and difficult” (36) and that, when accomplished, is often 

owed to the literary prowess of the writer (35), which fits well with Twain’s inherent 

humorous power and the aforementioned flowing narrative of the novel. The notion 

that dual address is challenging and elusive is the reason for there being a limited 

amount of literature viewed as good examples of dual address. In addition, and perhaps 

because of this, the prevalent mode of address during the 19th century was double 

address (Wall 35-36). Therefore, the significance of being able to count Twain among 

those few writers who accomplished dual address, which I argue is the case with Twain 

and Tom Sawyer, is not to be understated. 
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